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objects which are behind the
set scanning plane are sup-
pressed.
Photoelectric proximity swit-
ches with background sup-
pression can be negatively
influenced by high-gloss ob-
jects in the background, e.g.
glass panels, polished sheet
metal and so on.
These effects can increase if
the background within the
specified sensor’s scanning
distance is not defined. This
problem can be solved by
screening off or tilting the
devices.
High resolutions are possible
using laser diodes so that
small objects can be detect-
ed precisely and reliably. Light

With photoelectric proximity
switches (e.g. WT 24-2), the
emitted light is reflected by
the detected object itself,
received and then evaluated. 

Photoelectric proximity swit-
ches with foreground sup-
pression are able to detect
objects within a defined scan-
ning distance. 
All objects between the scan-
ning distance (set to the
background) and the scanner
itself are detected above a
minimum size. Suppression of
the foreground is achieved by
means of a special geometri-

cal arrangement of sender
and receiver elements. 
To ensure that these switch-
es can function reliably, the
background (e.g. a conveyor
belt) must be relatively light in
colour and its height must not
fluctuate.

The operating principle of
photoelectric proximity swit-
ches with background sup-
pression is based on the geo-
metrical relationship between
the sender and receiver ele-
ments. The switch is adjusted
to the object located in the
scanning plane. Signals from

T h e  r i g h t  s e n s o r  
f o r  y o u r  a p p l i c a t i o n s

spot diameters of 0.1 mm for
example.

Background blanking for pho-
toelectric proximity switches
is achieved either electroni-
cally or optically. In the optical
method the angle between
the sender and receiver light
beam is adjusted while set-
ting the scanning distance to
the object. Objects are
detected at the point where
the emitted beam is reflected
back directly to the receiver
element. Anything lying below
this point remains undetected
as no light, or too little, reach-
es the receiver element.

Photoelectric proximity

switches, foreground

suppression FGS

Photoelectric proximity

switches, background

suppression BGS

Photoelectric proximity

switches, background

blanking BGB

b FGS – foreground suppression b BGS – background suppression
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The least expensive solution
is the energetic photoelectric
proximity switch with adjust-
able sensitivity. A light surface
reflects more light than a
dark surface and can, there-
fore, be detected from a
greater distance. 
In order to achieve similar
results with a dark surface,
the sensitivity of the switch
must be increased. The de-
tection of a dark object in
front of a light background is
a problem for energetic swit-
ches. Owing to its higher
remission, the background

In the electronic method PSD
elements (Position Sensitive
Devices) are used. The emit-
ted light beam is reflected by
the object and hits the PSD
receiver. Depending on the
position of the reflected light
beam, the incoming signal is
recognised as being a back-
ground signal and electroni-
cally suppressed.

“outshines” the object. The
switches are, however, ideal
for detecting a light object in
front of a dark background.

These non-contact photoelec-
tric proximity switches, which
were specially developed for
handling systems, detect the

conveyed object from
between the rollers. 
The detection signal is evalu-
ated in the logic unit and the
electro-pneumatic cylinder is
actuated via the valve. 

Use of these switches auto-
matically fulfils the principle of
accumulating conveyor sys-
tems without the need for
additional control elements.

b BGB – background blanking

b Photoelectric proximity switch

b Accumulating roller conveyors

Photoelectric 

proximity switches,

energetic

Photoelectric proximity

switches for accumu-

lating roller conveyors,

background suppres-

sion BGS
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With the photoelectric reflex
switches (e.g. WL 24-2), the
emitted light beam is reflect-
ed by a reflector and then
received and evaluated by
the device.

Polarisation filters prevent
incorrect operation when re-
flective objects are detected.
Transparent films and shrink-
wrap may influence the way
in which the reflex photoelec-
tric switches with polarisation
filters function. Devices with
reduced sensitivity solve this
problem.

The use of laser diodes allows
greater scanning ranges while
simultaneously maintaining a
high resolution. Focus ranges 
can be set with high precision.

These reflex photoelectric
switches are characterised by
their extremely low switching
hysteresis. Even low levels of
light between the sensor and
reflector, caused by e.g. glass
bottles or even PET bottles,
are detected reliably. A newly developed system

checks and continually
adjusts the switching thresh-
old electronically to adapt to
the gradual accumulation of
dirt, which would otherwise
lead to a system failure.

Selection Criteria
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Photoelectric 

reflex switches

Photoelectric reflex

switches for detecting

transparent objects

b Detection of transparent objects

b Photoelectric reflex switch
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The through-beam photo-
electric switch consists of
two devices: the sender 
(e.g. WS 24-2) and receiver
(e.g. WE 24-2).
The separate device configu-
ration makes large scanning
ranges possible. The use of
laser diodes allows greater
scanning ranges while simul-
taneously maintaining a high
resolution. Focus ranges can
be set with high precision.

In the case of photoelectric
switches with fibre-optic
cable (e.g. WLL 12), the
sender and receiver are con-
tained in a single housing.
A separate fibre-optic cable is
used for the sender and the
receiver for operation as a
through-beam system. For
use as a proximity switch the
sender and receiver fibre-
optic cables are combined in
one cable.

4690 5 - 0 8 - 2 0 0 6 SENSICK CATALOGUE

b Photoelectric switch with fibre-optic cable

b Through-beam photoelectric switch

Through-beam

photoelectric 

switches

Photoelectric 

switches with 

fibre-optic cable
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